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At a time
of massive
economic
volatility, Growth
Hubs have a
critical role in
ensuring that our
businesses can survive, thrive and
grow. Business is only just emerging
from the shadow of the Covid-19
pandemic and continues to face
ongoing challenges from supply
chain pressures to the transition to
net zero. In planning for the short,
medium and long term, they need
independent, focused, tailored
support more than ever.

In the pages that follow, we reflect upon the last financial
year, drawing upon the Annual Report to BEIS and the recently
commissioned Evaluation Report. As a result, this report is a summary
of that work and a statement of achievement.
Since March 2020, the Growth Hub service has been delivered by
Devon County Council. By transferring the ‘in-house’ within the LEP
partnership, it has enabled us to:
•	Allow a more responsive, flexible service, able to respond quickly to
changing Government requirements;
•	Achieve closer alignment between the Growth Hub and ERDF
funded Growth Support Programme (GSP) which provided direct
delivery of business support; and,
•	Achieve closer alignment with other public services including the
Heart of the SW Trading Standards.
No sooner had the transfer taken place, when the first national
lockdown came into effect. This was a seismic shock for everyone.
In supporting our businesses, I want to pay tribute to all Local
Authorities, the wider LEP partnership and our partner organisations
(including Better Business for All, the Federation of Small Businesses
and Devon & Plymouth Chamber of Commerce) in rising to the
challenge of providing business support through the global pandemic.
Collaboration is at the heart of everything we do. We will continue to
work together with our partners to ensure that the Heart of the South
West achieves our shared vision as ‘a dynamic, highly prosperous
region with high living standards and a high quality of life’.

Richard Stevens
Chair of the Business Leadership Group
Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership
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The Heart of the South West Growth Hub is the business support
arm of the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership
(HotSW LEP).
The Heart of the South West Growth Hub provides independent
diagnosis and referrals to existing business support services. We are
the first point of contact for businesses in the Heart of the South
West LEP area wishing to develop and grow. Our service works
in partnership with existing local and national business support
services and will help businesses access the right support for them
without duplicating existing provision.

Where we cover
The Heart of the South West Growth Hub covers the Devon,
Plymouth, Somerset and Torbay geographic area.
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Growth Hub Service for All
– bringing together the core
Growth Hub with ERDF
The Growth Hub Service for All project fully integrates the Heart of
the SW Growth Hub with intensive business support activity formerly
delivered through the ERDF funded Growth Support Programme (GSP).

Services
Although Growth Hubs throughout the country have a common
objective to simplify the business support landscape, there is no single
blueprint for services or delivery.
During the 13-month period from March 2020, the Heart of the SW
Growth Hub operated primarily as a virtual service. It provided an
on-line resource and both a web-based and telephone enquiry system
where referrals were made to other “brokered-to” support providers.
For non-ERDF eligible businesses, it also provided a three-hour face to
face diagnostic/intensive support. ERDF eligible businesses were offered
a diagnostic and 12 hours of intensive support through the wider GSP
activities. The service also took on several new strands of activity to
support the COVID recovery response, as well as the EU transition.

The project takes learning and experience from existing delivery activity (e.g. the GSP, the Heart
of the SW Growth Hub and the Engaging Rural Micros programme) to develop a programme
that will:
• Build on best practice from existing delivery;
• Catalyse businesses to move towards a growth mindset; and,
• Be tailored to the needs of businesses in the Heart of the SW; and be fully deliverable.

Activities will include:
• Promotional Activity – marketing and engagement to drive business engagement;
• Heart of the SW Growth Hub website – provides a knowledge resource;
• Referrals & Signposting – to connect businesses with support to meet their needs;
•	Intensive Support Options – delivery of a wide range of intensive support modules such as
business planning, marketing, sustainability planning, finance, succession planning, start-up
and digital
o For non-ERDF businesses, work packages will typically be up to 3hrs (B3 output)
o	For ERDF eligible businesses, up to 12 hours support will be delivered using a combination
of 1:1, face to face, workshop style and virtual approaches as appropriate; and,
•	Post Completion Support – where businesses will be followed up to seek feedback and to
connect them to other business support provision and new opportunities.
The project will deliver both BEIS Growth Hub KPIs (B1, B2 and B3) as well as ERDF outputs over
two years.
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Marketing and Promotion
Social Media
Achievement: The Growth Hub website
continues to be fully accessible on all
platforms with no requirement for user
registration or login. Customer care standards
exist, supporting close working with delivery
organisations. The service can be accessed
through multiple channels; online, email,
phone, and face to face, virtually through
platforms such as MS Teams, meaning it has
24/7 access. An online bank of knowledge
and information has been built-up to ensure
consistent delivery.
The Growth Hub Twitter channel had a
combined total reach of well over 8 million in
2020-21; followers grew to over 2,000 with
an increase of nearly 500 in 2020-21. Strong
growth too in the Facebook and LinkedIn
impressions, with engagement to Growth
Hub communications in these channels at an
impressive 6-7%, comparing very favourably
with the platforms’ standard rates of 1-2%.

Twitter

Facebook

LinkedIn

Connections

1,998 (+454 from last year)

660 (+265 from last year)

668 (+446 from last year)

Impressions

596,681

112,455

33,666

Reach

8,357,151

74,205

42,685

Link Clicks (click-throughs)

4,497

6,544

998

Sent Messages (posts

879

741

676

Engagement Rate

1.45%

6.67%

7.45%

Webinars
The Growth Hub team also engaged with the
business community via partner/jointly run
webinars.
An excellent example is the series of webinars
conducted with the BBfA partnership
which brought together partners from the
Growth Hub, Devon and Plymouth Chamber
of Commerce, the Federation of Small
10

Businesses, Visit Devon, South West Institute
of Directors and the South West Tourism
Alliance to deliver both regulatory support as
well as the COVID-19 response.
The BBfA COVID-19 Toolkit to re-opening
safely was adopted in other LEP areas from
Cornwall to Coventry, Sussex and Lincolnshire.
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Promotional Campaigns
Following the recruitment of the Marketing
Manager, the Growth Hub team engaged
Global to run a radio and digital campaign.

at North Devon, Torbay (3 months) and
Somerset (6 months) and included guaranteed
ads per month.

commissioned Global to run a 6-month
digital campaign which achieved 507,179
‘impressions’ and 32,881 ‘click throughs.’

The radio campaign ran from November
2020 to April 2021 to reach new audiences
given the Growth Hub’s position as a source
of COVID and Brexit support in addition to
their normal role. The campaign was targeted

The shorter campaign in Torbay and North
Devon reached 51,000 and 34,000 per week
respectively and the 6-month campaign
in Somerset reached 107,000 per week. To
coincide with the radio campaign the team

In the spring of 2021, the team also ran a
5-week Newsco insider campaign to promote
the Growth Hub via a centreboard banner
in the SW digital newsletter. This achieved
79,135 impressions and 104 click throughs.

Whilst it is difficult objectively to evaluate the
effectiveness of this sort of activity, the team
was pleased with the campaigns.
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Reasons for Contacting Growth Hub
The top 5 are:

12

All

B1
Sample

B2
Sample

B3
Sample

Starting a business

17%

12%

31%

15%

Business grants

17%

14%

19%

19%

Business growth

13%

19%

2%

13%

COVID crisis

11%

13%

10%

10%

Overall business strategy/direction

10%

11%

6%

11%
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Engagement Routes
The Website
The Growth Hub team is aware that some
aspects of the website are more frequently
utilised than others and data show that the
most viewed business support topics were, in
order of most views:

1. Kickstart grants

6. Events listing

2. Covid support for businesses

7. EU Transition support

3. Start Up Support

8. Latest news

4. Business support programmes

9. The Growth Support Programme

5. Funding / grants

10.		 Finance and related guides

60,000

50,000

Subscribers

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0
Mar-20

Apr-20

May-20

Jun-20

Jul-20

Aug-20

Sep-20

Oct-20

Nov-20

Dec-20

Jan-21

Feb-21

Mar-21

Month (Source: Growth Hub Monitoring Data, 2021)

Growth Hub unique page views		

Covid webpage unique views		

EU Exit Webpage unique views
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Website feedback
Design/
attractiveness

37%

3%

Quality of content

1%

Ease of Navigation

4%

34%

28%

10

21%

46%

20

Poor

18%

49%

28%

0
Very poor

23%

42%

6%

Interactivity

37%

30
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40
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Good

23%

60

70

80
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100

Very good

Telephone Helpline
Over the 13-month period, the Growth hub received 2,188 calls, with the highest number of calls in September (331).

7%
0

17%
10

Very dissatisfied

12%
20

30
Somewhat dissatisfied

64%
40

50

60

Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

70

80
Somewhat satisfied

90

100
Very satisfied

Sources: Participant Survey, 2021
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Number and Profile of Engaged Businesses
Between the 1st of March 2020 and the end
of March 2021, the Growth Hub engaged
with 3,377 businesses which represents 198%
of its B1 target for the period (1,700). This
equates to 4.6% of all enterprises in the Heart
of the SW LEP area (based on a total count of
72,840 enterprises (UK Business Counts, 2020)

proportion expected given the sectoral profile
of the area (7.2%).
This is unsurprising given the impact of
the COVID-19 crisis on this sector and the
associated increase in demand for support
from the sector.

12.1% of engaged businesses operated in
the Manufacturing sector, which is again
considerably higher than the proportion
expected (5.4%) and may represent the
impact of COVID-19 on this sector, although
one stakeholder indicated that awareness was
high in the Manufacturing sector.

The largest proportion of engaged businesses
operated in the Accommodation and Food
Services sector (14.5%), which is double the

A similar proportion (14.4%) of businesses
operated in Wholesale and Retail trade, which
is broadly similar to the expected proportion.

Conversely several sectors had a lower level of
engagement than would be expected given
the profile of businesses in the area.

Engaged Businesses

All Heart of the SW Enterprises

54.2%

52.1%

Plymouth

9.5%

8.1%

Somerset

30.9%

34.2%

Torbay

5.4%

5.5%

Devon

These included:
•	Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing with only
3.1% of engaged businesses compared to
the profile of 16.4%; and,
•	Construction with only 4.1% of engaged
businesses compared to a profile of 13.8%.

Source: Heart of the SW Growth Hub Monitoring Data
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Case Study 1

Sustainable Dartmoor farm benefits from Growth
Hub support
Deep in the shadow of Dartmoor is HitchIn Farm (Working Horse Centre) owned by
Eleanor and Mike Paddock. Mike, a former
head horseman to the Prince of Wales and
Eleanor who had worked in Ecology are both
passionate about the environment and
working with horses.
The Covid pandemic and subsequent
lockdowns have meant that 2020 was a really
difficult year for Hitch-In Farm.

All the restaurants that they supplied were
closed and they had to suspend all of their
training courses, totally changing their
business model.
By chance, Eleanor and Mike saw a leaflet
about the South West Growth Hub in a local
agricultural store and got in touch to see how
we could help.

Eleanor said, “The Growth Hub team were
really helpful and offered some great advice
to help us navigate through the pandemic.
We also had one-to-one mentoring sessions
to assist us with our stewardship applications
and to help me to understand the complicated
world of subsidy!”
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Referral Process
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Referrals made by Quarter since 2016
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Qtr4

Qtr1

2017

Qtr2

Qtr3

2018

Qtr4

Qtr1

Qtr2

Qtr3

Qtr4

2019

Qtr1

Qtr2

Qtr3

Qtr4

2020

Project/Programme

Number of Referrals

Project/Programme

Number of Referrals

Growth Support Programme

263

Way Ahead Coaching

9

Outset Enterprise Coaching

74

Inspire (Scale Up Support)

7

Skills Support for the Workforce

54

SBA Business Start Up Somerset Programme

7

Peer Networks

21

AWE (Accelerating Women’s Enterprise)

4

YTKO

13

Digital Peninsula Network

4

Qtr1

2021

Sources: Growth Hub Monitoring Data, 2021
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Case Study 2

Wyatt First Aid
After many
years working
in healthcare
Cath Wyatt took
the plunge and
opened her own
first aid training
business in 2019,
six-months
before the Covid
pandemic hit.
With the help of
the Growth Hub, she has been able to move
her business forward and has received support
with expert advice throughout.
Wyatt First Aid was founded in July 2019 by
Cath Wyatt. Cath, the principal trainer, has
30 years’ experience working in healthcare
as a Registered Dental Nurse, Oral Health
Educator, Healthcare Assistant, Phlebotomist,
and latterly a trainer with the South Western
Ambulance Service.
Wyatt First Aid is approved by Qualsafe
Awards, an awarding organisation recognised
by Ofqual to offer regulated qualifications in a
relaxed and supportive environment.

They train in person across Devon, Somerset,
and Dorset, with Mental Health First Aid, and
Mental Health First Aid qualifications also
being delivered online to people anywhere
in the UK. Their core values are high
quality training and a relaxed, supportive
environment.
At the start of the Coronavirus pandemic all
first aid training was put on hold for Wyatt
First Aid Training, and Cath quickly realised
that they had to source extra equipment and
PPE.
She put together a robust plan for delivering
courses going forward, including a plan to
offer some courses, which do not need to be
delivered face to face, via Zoom.
It was an unsettling and scary time for such
a new business, but Cath explained, “a friend
of mine saw an advert for the South West
Growth Hub online and suggested I get in
touch to see what help was on offer. This was
during the first lockdown and as a reasonably
new business I wondered how I was going to
survive, so I thought, why not, I’ll see what
they have to say!”

Cath was allocated a coach, Petra, who gave
her ‘one to one’ support. Together, they talked
about the business, how it was impacted by
the pandemic and where Cath wanted it to
go over the next few years. They set goals
and Petra kept in regular touch with Cath
throughout, providing expert advice and
support where needed.
The Growth Hub were also able to recommend
some courses that would be useful to Wyatt
First Aid, specifically in Marketing and in using
social media, which gave Cath the skills and
confidence to make and edit videos, take
better photos and use hashtags effectively!
Cath said, “I found it hugely beneficial to
have the personal support and a listening ear.
Petra was a positive and proactive influence
both for the business, and for me personally.
It was a real boost, and I really appreciated
her cheerleading! She helped me to keep
going so that I would have a business to get
back to and specifically, the advice regarding
marketing and online presence really helped
my confidence with social media. Thanks
to Petra, Wyatt Fist Aid now has a YouTube
channel and we regularly post on our Twitter
and LinkedIn accounts.”
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About the Service
As part of the core BEIS contract, the Growth
Hub was targeted with providing 200 threehour one to one advice sessions to businesses
that are not eligible for ERDF support.
These sessions were designed to provide an
opportunity for participants to talk through
their ambitions and be provided with a
support plan detailing practical steps to move
the plans forward.
The service could support newly started
businesses if they were already registered with
Companies House or HMRC and had clear
plans for how they would grow their business
to benefit from this element of the service.

The service was intended to prioritise
businesses that were looking to create jobs or
increase turnover over the next 12 months.
However, in response to additional funding
from BEIS to support the COVID-19 response,
the service took on an additional 277 intensive
support targets in the form of:
•	240 – COVID Levelling Up Business
Recovery Support
•	37 COVID – Digital Business Recovery
Support

In addition, in December 2020, the BEIS core
funding was used to launch two new targeted
services:
•	Farming & Food Business Resilience
Support (FFBR) – which provides support
to farming, farm diversification and food
processing businesses to help them to build
resilience into their businesses and adapt
and respond to changing circumstances
(e.g. impacts of EU exit, changes to
agricultural support and any other external
factors that present challenges and
opportunities to the business); and,
•	The Retail Recovery Programme –
which provides training and support
for businesses who work in a retail
environment, particularly those who have
been impacted by COVID-19.

Satisfaction with Intensive Support
2%

0

8%

8%
10

17%
20

66%
30

40

50

Very dissatisfied

Somewhat dissatisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Very satisfied

60

70

80

90

100

Neither satisfied or dissatisfied

Source: Participant Survey, 2021
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Business Benefits
Top 5 Benefits
Achieved to Date

Top 5 Future
Benefits

• Business Planning
• Business Resilience
•	Development of new
/ better products,
processes or systems
•	Customer base /
markets
• Business efficiency

• Business Planning
•	Networking /
collaboration
• Business resilience
• Business efficiency
•	Customer base /
markets

Bottom-line Benefits
Jobs Created and Safeguarded
Participants and nonparticipants were asked
how many people they
employed before March
2020 and how many they
employed now. Figure
32 shows an increase
for 20% of participants,

which is similar to the
proportion of nonparticipating businesses
(22%). Conversely, 10%
of participants had
experienced a decrease
compared with 26% of
non-participants.

Turnover Created and Safeguarded
(See table to the right)
Turnover increased for
29% of participating
businesses and decreased
for 41%. For the remainder
it ‘stayed the same.’

These findings are very
similar to the results
for non-participating
businesses and are not
statistically significant.

Gross Changes in Employment
Participating Businesses

Non-Participating
Businesses

Sample size

214

100

% of respondents where employment stays the same

70%

52%

% of respondents where employment increases

20%

22%

% of respondents were employment decreases

10%

26%

Total employment increase (sample)

94

48

Total employment decrease (Sample)

-76

-130

0.08 FTEs/business

-0.82 jobs/business

0.00808 FTE/business

n/a

7.05

n/a

Participating Businesses

Non-Participating
Businesses

Increase

29%

32%

Stayed the Same

31%

25%

Decrease

41%

43%

Mean employment change
Mean attributed employment changed
Attributable FTE increase (population = 872)

Sources: Participant Survey, 2021
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BEIS Supplementary Funding
The availability of supplementary funding was announced by
the Chancellor in the March 2020 budget.
This offered an additional £10 million to LEPs across the
country, designed to further support their Growth Hubs
in ensuring that businesses in every region had access to

high quality free and impartial advice and guidance. The
announcement coincided with the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic and recognised the immediate pressures faced by
Growth Hubs as a result of the crisis. It was a flexible funding
pot that enabled LEPs to deliver activities that aligned with
government priorities whilst also reflecting local need,

though only 25% of the funding could be spent on COVID
support specifically and this needed to be spent in Quarters 1
and 2 only.
A total of £208,500 was awarded in BEIS supplementary
funding for the Heart of the SW for the 2020-21 financial year.

Recipient

Delivery

Indicator

Total

Growth Hub Service for All

Increased capability and capacity

Number of new specialist/sectoral advisers or resources
(or FTE equivalents)

Pool of 12 Advisers from 9
local delivery organisations

The Federation of Small Businesses

To enable businesses to access to the services
offered by the FSB

Number of businesses engaged directly by the new
specialist/sectoral advisory resources

689

Number of businesses new to the Growth Hub engaged
directly as a result of new specialist/sectoral advisory
resources

410

Number of additional/new events, webinars, etc, funded
by supplementary grant, non-Covid-19 related

15

Number of additional/new events, webinars, etc, funded
by supplementary grant Covid-19 related

69

The number of companies directly supported/assisted in
Q1 & Q2 as result of additional Covid-19 funding

478

Plymouth and Devon Chamber of
Commerce

To provide support for businesses in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic, delivered primarily
through webinars and online events
To deliver sales training

Somerset Chamber of Commerce

To provide support for businesses in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic, delivered primarily
through webinars and online events

Diversity Business Incubator

To work with “hard to reach” Black and Minority
Ethnic (BAME) businesses and individuals

Sector Support Groups

To co-ordinate a security and defence cluster for
HotSW
To deliver a bespoke webinar for businesses in the
nuclear sector
To deliver a bespoke webinar for businesses in the
nuclear sector
To extend Bounce Back Digital
To provide research on access to finance needs

Source: Annual Growth Hub Report, 2020/2021
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Federation of Small Businesses

Case Study 3

The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) has
a mission to help smaller businesses achieve
their ambitions. As well as providing a range
of networking events and business surgeries
it offers a breadth of specialist advice from
legal, and financial to IT and cyber protection.
With the COVID-19 pandemic having had an
unprecedented impact on small businesses,
the FSB in the Heart of the SW saw demand
for their services grow significantly, though it
became apparent that not all businesses were
in a position to access them. When the BEIS
supplementary funding became available the
team jumped at the opportunity to access
resources that could unlock these services for
businesses that needed them most.
In total the offer supported 63 small businesses
to access their services, all with fewer than ten
members of staff, over a twelve-month period.
The team found that legal advice and grant
funding were the most frequently accessed
services but many businesses also appreciated
the opportunity to be part of a network and
feel as though ‘they belonged to something’
during this challenging time.
Feedback from supported businesses has
been overwhelming positive as shown in the
following messages that were sent to the
team:
“When I was first asked if I wanted to join
FSB, my initial thought was one of another
company wanting money out of me. Being
a sole trader, cashflow is a major problem
and I was waiting for some security prior to
committing myself to any cover.

Out of the blue when COVID struck, I was
given the opportunity of free membership,
this was a godsend to enable me find out
what FSB could do for me and my company.
With no support from the Government, due
to being a sole trader, this has been a lifeline,
which has allowed me the opportunity to
network with fellow sole traders, and possibly
form some collaborations in the future.
I have also found some of the seminars/ talks
useful for contacts with our local MPs, and
being given access to potential Government
policy….”
“The process of starting a business was
daunting, especially during a pandemic, but
the FSB gave us enough assurance, guidance
and support to enable us to generate work
and get us started. We had little knowledge
and zero experience regarding payroll, HMRC,
CIS registration and VAT but the FSB was
there to lend a hand. Their knowledge and
expertise is second to none and without
their help, we would have floundered early
on…They are always there at the end of
the telephone, to answer our questions, no
matter how trivial and are very personable
and friendly. The webinars, on numerous
subjects, have been a great help to us but we
are looking forward to actually meeting faceto-face once we are able.”

The team has been extremely pleased with
what the funding has achieved. In the words
of Devon FSB Development Manager Sue
Wilkinson:
“We were contacted by so many businesses
that needed our help. Through our package
of member benefits it was great to know
we helped so many business across Devon
& Somerset. We were also delighted to work
in partnership with the HotSW LEP to offer
funded FSB memberships which enabled
even more businesses to access FSB support.
It’s been a great success and we have been
flooded with positive feedback from people
that have really appreciated and benefitted
from their membership.

“Firstly, it is an excellent idea that businesses
receive this form of assistance from Local
Authorities during these extremely difficult
times. Secondly, the FSB is a valuable source
of information and assistance for anyone
in business and I would wholeheartedly
recommend their support and services…”
29
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Case Study 4

Devon & Plymouth Chamber of Commerce
BEIS supplementary funding was awarded to
the Devon & Plymouth Chamber of Commerce
as part of a wider programme of business
support that was delivered in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Based on feedback gathered from
participants, the Chamber is confident
that they provided a valuable and reliable
service across all sectors, size of business and
geographic areas of Devon & Plymouth.

It primarily helped them to fund a series of
webinars that was delivered free of charge for
attendees to provide information on a range
of key topics from accessing government
funding to mental health and resilience during
lockdown. Access to legal and HR information
was also provided via professional services
free of charge to all 500 members.

The following testimonial by Cameron Hunter,
Senior Relationship Manager at Western
Union International Bank illustrates their
value:

All events were advertised and promoted both
inside and outside of their membership base
and the team saw a considerable number of
non-members attend, many of whom have
subsequently joined the Chamber. The events
were well attended and were also published
to YouTube https://www.youtube.com/user/
plymouthchamber which extended their
reach to almost 900 people.
Chamber Chief Exec, Stuart Elford said:
“The programme was initially quite reactive
in response to the unravelling situation
and need to share expert advice on the
government’s schemes of support, as well
as more general advice. But it later became
more planned and pro-active, thinking more
strategically to ensure businesses had the
information they needed to plan ahead”
They found that the most successful events
were the interactive ones with experts being
available to answer questions directly from
businesses with real issues and situations.

but feel pretty confident that we rose to the
challenge, adapting and aligning our services
to the new digital arena as we went”

“Western Union International Bank has been
a Chamber member for nearly 2 years.
Having attended more than two dozen
events, our organisation continues to be
impressed and surprised with the support,
engagement and guidance they offer to
businesses in Devon and Plymouth. Events
are extremely well organised, informative
and educational. Rather than rest on those
laurels, they continue to request feedback
and are always striving for improvement and
ideas for future events. It’s a very engaging
approach to continuous improvement, as
well as providing Chamber members with a
bespoke service”
The experience was also valuable for the
Chamber itself which has not only seen its
membership grow but has gone on to host
webinars on behalf of some major clients
such as Devon County Council and Livewell
Southwest. Stuart said:
“This was a really positive experience for us.
We’ve been delighted to support so many
businesses in and have learned a lot along
the way. Like most other organisations we
went on a steep learning curve last spring
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EU Transition Funding
In the Autumn of 2020 additional supplementary funding was
announced by BEIS to make businesses aware of what they needed to
do for EU Transition, and to improve business resilience for the end of
the EU Transition Period (and the immediate period afterwards) to 31st
March 2021.
It was expected that this would include an element of proactive
outreach to business to both raise awareness and drive them to
the right sources of advice and guidance. The Heart of the SW was
allocated £203,550, of which just over £170,000 was spent in an even
shorter window of time than the original BEIS supplementary funding
from January to March 2021.
Total outreach attempts exceeded 11,000 with successful contact made
to 3,000 businesses, raising awareness of issues and action required.
Delivery included:
•	3,800 businesses who were contacted by phone, resulting in
conversations with over 1,300;

•	1,114 businesses who were contacted by email to highlight EU Exit
support;
•	156 businesses who benefitted from 1:1 support from a business
advisor; and,
•	A series of high-profile panel sessions and webinars to discuss post
Brexit threats and opportunities (working with Better Business for All
partnership and stakeholders).
During this time, the Growth Hub also carried out 215 pieces of digital
outbound communications, using newsletters, LinkedIn, twitter and
other social media platforms.
Interestingly, stakeholders tended to be much more aware of the EU
Transition work than they were of the original BEIS supplementary
funding and commended the Growth Hub for their delivery. One
stakeholder particularly commended the Growth Hub for their
webpages in this area, which were described as being very thorough.

The Scale-up Pilot
The scale-up pilot programme is being
delivered on behalf of the Heart of the South
West LEP by Inspire and is primarily designed
for businesses with a minimum turnover of
£250k and at least five employees.
It includes a wide-ranging package of support.
This starts with a full business “fact find”
diagnostic, ensuring that businesses have a
robust three-year growth plan.
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The team’s Relationship Managers then
support the business to implement their
plan through quarterly meetings, referrals to
experts, access to Associate Directors and a
non-exec Director team as well as through
peer networking, seminars and workshops.
Inspire is also a representative for the
prestigious Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small
Business Programme across the South West.
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Inspire – YGS Landscapes Ltd
YGS Landscapes Ltd, founded in 1973, is a
Devon based landscaping company that has
expertise in planning, designing, installing,
and maintaining corporate, commercial, and
residential spaces in the South-West.
YGS are well-known for delivering a highquality service for commercial landscaping,
grounds maintenance, fencing, tree works
and arboriculture leading to the company
becoming a leading provider to the house
builders in the region.
YGS currently employ 33 staff servicing
the South West of the UK and further
employment growth is expected as their
long-term plan comes to fruition. End users
of their service include the Sherford Housing
Development.
MD and founder of YGS Landscapes Ltd, Steve
Warren-Brown said,
“2018/ 2019 saw turnover at £1.85 million but
when the global pandemic hit our outputs
were, like most, hit hard. Turnover plummeted
to £1.5 million but thanks to strategic
decision making in 2020 and an investment
of £300,000, YGS Landscapes managed to
get back on track with its projections and has
in fact exceeded targets. We are delighted
to have hit £2.3 million turnover and bear
the fruits of our strategic plans. We expect
to continue with our expansion plans and are
forecasting turnover to reach £5 million in the
next 3 years.”
YGS Landscapes growth strategy and focus
has been on developing the team, succession
planning throughout the business and driving

quality and systems that will be fit to scale
with their strategic plan for growth. Steve
Warren-Brown is a Goldman Sachs Small
Business 10,000 graduate and as such is
equipped to take the business to the next
level, utilising Inspires’ connections and
services to mobilise implementation of the
strategic plan.
Further advancements have been made with
the numerous connections Inspire has made,
which include local networks, access to interns
and foreign students, grants and funding,
Innovate UK, system integration and workflow
processes. Steve has also engaged with Inspire
Consultancy, discussing Company structure
including: share ownership and ways of
maximising tax efficiency, Capital Gains Tax,
and Corporation tax.
YGS Landscapes has recently invested in
setting up a social enterprise, YGS Futures CIC,
to help address corporates’ carbon offsetting
agenda by the creation of micro-forests in
schools along with furthering the education
for the environment and climate agenda with
school children. Based on Dr. Akira Miyawaki’s
micro-forest, YGS Landscapes will implement
‘My Wacky Forest’ which will be school-led
community forests.

of a sponsored micro-forest and supportive
educational pack, which will encourage the
school, teachers, governors, and parents to
work together to prepare, plant and mulch the
forest.
In a 2021 Environment Agency report, it
was noted that on red-amber-green scale
for methods of carbon offsetting, including:
cost, potential for carbon reduction, and
longevity, amongst other things, woodland
creation scored mostly ‘green’ apart from
for the criteria ‘Speed of Impact’. Here’s
where the Miyawaki forest challenges that:
the implementation of a micro-forest takes
20-30 years to establish vs 100+ years for
a forest planted in the traditional planting
method. The nature of a micro forest is that
the trees grow at a faster pace in an effort to
fight for resources including water, sunlight
and space. This ultimately means that carbon
sequestration up to 3x more effective and
biodiversity is hugely increased.

Steve and the wider management team
have benefited from being part of the Peer
community and enjoyed the opportunity
to share best practices and gain relevant
knowledge and wisdom from Inspires weekly
“Meet the Expert” online events along with 1-1
meetings.
The 1-1 meetings have taken the business
forward with its succession and growth plan.
Inspire have been instrumental in bringing
in expertise with the introduction of the
NED advisers to bringing vast expertise and
knowledge to help YGS Landscapes achieve
its goals whilst structuring the business
for growth. This structure facilitates Steve
Warren-Brown to work towards his aspirations
of managing his time to cater to YGS Futures
CIC and in doing so, making a meaningful
contribution in the region towards the
reduction of carbon and to the educational
journey for over 10,000 children.

‘My Wacky Forest’ will have accompanying
story books to form part of the curriculum
for schools and to increase awareness of
the climate emergency and how planting
trees can help. The scheme involves YGS
Futures CIC approaching corporate entities to
facilitate them sponsoring a micro forest in a
school. The schools will benefit from the offer
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Peer Networks
During the second half of 2020, BEIS
confirmed funding would be made available
for delivery of a Peer Network Programme.
This national initiative was delivered locally
in England through the LEP network and their
respective Growth Hubs. The programme’s
longer-term aims were focused on reducing
the UK productivity gap by helping business
leaders find practical solutions to strategic and
operational challenges.
The programme saw the creation of a series
of Peer Networks (cohorts), with each group
consisting of 11 owners or managers from the
SME business community participating in each
network. Led by an experienced facilitator,
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the Peer Networks typically met fortnightly as
part of delivering 18 hours of action learning
through 2-3-hour sessions. Individual one-toone support (coaching, mentoring, or advice)
was also provided either directly by the
programme, or from other existing schemes to
help to implement and manage change.
While the uncertainties caused by lockdown,
furlough and the end of the EU Transition
Period presented recruitment challenges
for some of our delivery partners, 10 Peer
Networks were delivered by the end of March
2021. Given the issues faced by businesses
during this time and the limited delivery
window, this was considered a real success.

A national evaluation of the programme
was extremely positive, and locally feedback
received from participants was excellent.
Examples include:“Having the chance to discuss the challenges
we face as business leaders has not only built
strong relationships within our peer group but
also provided several routes to growing our
business in many aspects”
“I have enjoyed meeting new businesses,
finding out how they work and the issues
they have within the different companies. It
has been beneficial to learn from the others
experiences also helpful with our journey

towards understanding Nuclear”
‘At first I thought, “Three hours a week? – I
just don’t have that much time!” Half-way
through I found myself actually looking
forward to the meetings and excited about
the new tools I might come away with. By
the end of the programme, we were all so
pleased with the effectiveness that the group
has developed its own ongoing programme
so as to continue the invaluable learning
environment. As an aside, I also experience
increased confidence in communicating with
peers who I now appreciate share lots of
the problems I thought were unique to our
business.’
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This report has drawn on elements of the May 2021 Annual Growth Hub
Report for the Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy, and
the Growth Hub Evaluation, prepared by Buckman Associates Ltd, Southern
Horizons (UK) Ltd and Hayley Sampson, published in July 2021.

